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Focus latitude enhancement of symmetrical phase mask design for deep
submicron contact hole patterning
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The mechanism of focus latitude enhancement for contact/via hole printing is explained by
approximating the axis intensity distribution of an image as a series of cosine functions to
characterize the interference between each pair of diffraction beams. It is found that a phase-shifting
mask~PSM! with symmetrical assist features improves the depth of focus~DOF! by introducing
destructive interference to counterbalance the intensity fluctuation from constructive interference as
defocus. A simple formula was derived to represent the capability of focus latitude enlargement. It
shows that the extent of enhancement depends on the exposure wavelength and numerical aperture
of a projection lens only. Increasing the degree of partial coherence degrades the focal range
enlargement because a larger illumination angle elongates the destructive interference pattern in the
optical-axis direction to weaken its ability for intensity compensation. On the other hand, the lack
of constructive interference in dense hole imaging fails the mask pattern transfer, which limits the
application of the phase-shifting method to pattern pitch greater thanA2l/NA. A tiny amount of
spherical aberration results in prominent asymmetrical defocus behavior because the wave
deformation in the projection lens shifts the distribution of constructive and destructive interference
patterns to opposite defocus directions. The printing characteristics of 0.17mm contact using an
18% transmission, rim-type attenuated phase-shifting mask are investigated to corroborate our
analysis of defocus behavior. The dependence of depth of focus on pattern duty is stressed to
elucidate the difference in mechanisms of focus latitude improvements for a sparse hole and
periodic dense hole. ©2001 American Vacuum Society.@DOI: 10.1116/1.1418398#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Large depth of focus~DOF! is required in projection op-
tical lithography to overcome the process issues like une
surface of a device and focus adjustment error. Pha
shifting mask1,2 ~PSM! is a popular superresolution tech
nique to retain relatively large DOF while increasing the n
merical aperture~NA! for higher resolution capability at a
fixed wavelength. For contact-hole printing, the PSMs of
have symmetrical phase-shifted assist features surroun
the main feature opening. Outrigger design in Levenson-t
PSMs and rim-shifter design with different transmission
attenuated PSMs have been applied to deep submi
contact-hole printing using today’s workhorse 248-n
machines.3–6 As explained by Schellenberg7 and Socha,8 the
contact PSM design is based on the principle of approxim
ing the mask function to a Bessel function, which has
transverse electric field independent of the propagation
tance, and thus significantly improves the DOF. Howev
this coarse approximation is inconclusive for correlating
defocus behavior with the optical system parameters
mask variables. As the optical condition varies, tedious sim
lation work must be done to reoptimize mask parameters
satisfactory lithographic performance.

a!Electronic mail: sychou.ee84g@nctu.edu.tw
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In this article we thoroughly explained the working prin
ciple of symmetrical phase-mask design for contact hole p
terning by projection optics. The correlation between foc
latitude enhancement and optical system parameters
analyzed. A simple formula was derived as a metric to r
resent the capability of DOF enlargement. We also elucida
the effect of illumination angle, pattern pitch restriction, a
influence of spherical aberration on DOF improvement
real process applications. To verify our analysis, an 1
transmission rim-type attenuated PSM was employed in 0
mm contact-hole printing, which corresponds to a lowk1

factor of 0.38 in our exposure system. The lithographic p
formances of a variety of contact features with different r
widths and array pitches were evaluated under conventio
and purely off-axis illuminations. The dependence of DO
on pattern pitch is confirmed experimentally. Possible
proaches to remedying the inability of this superresolut
technique for dense hole printing are also discussed.

II. MECHANISM OF DEPTH OF FOCUS
ENHANCEMENT

Figure 1 shows the schematic view of image formation
a projection lens. In Fourier optics, the calculation of amp
tude distribution in the ideal image planeUi(x,y) starts with
a Fourier transform of the complex amplitude of the ma
21951Õ19„6…Õ2195Õ11Õ$18.00 ©2001 American Vacuum Society
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‘function, Um(x,y), proceeds with calculating the propag
tion of the Fourier components in the optical system, a
ends with an inverse Fourier transform.9 With the consider-
ation of defocus effect, since the focal length is sufficien
large compared with the wavelengthl of light to validate the
application of stationary-phase approximation,10 the three-
dimensional amplitude distribution of image in the vicini
of the focal point can be expressed as follows:

Ui~x8,y8,d!5F21FF$Um~x,y!%circ~Asx
21sy

2/NA!

3expS i
2p

l
dA12~sx

21sy
2! D G . ~1!

Heresx andsy are the direction cosine of the plane wave
F andF21 denote a Fourier transform and an inverse Fou
transform, respectively. The variabled specifies the defocu
distance from the ideal image point. The circle function c
represents the pupil function of the projection system. T
defocus behavior of image is determined by the comp
exponential term in Eq.~1!.

The Fourier transform in Eq.~1! is generally calculated by
a computer by representing the complex exponential term
thesxsy plane using a discrete mesh with a reasonable n
ber of samples. A similar sampling process occurs at
pupil plane when the mask patterns are arranged in a re
tive array, which gives a discrete Fourier spectrum compo
of various diffraction-order beams. Since regular arrays
holes are general in large-scale integration~LSI! layout and
often used as test patterns to evaluate the lithographic
formance, we assumed the pattern in the mask plane
periodic hole array with pitchp in bothx andy directions so
that the object spectrum at the pupil becomes a dot a
with a pitch ofl/p. Let f mn denote the complex amplitude o
(m,n)-order diffraction light. The Fourier transform in Eq
~1! could be rewritten in the form of a double trigonometr
series,11 and the amplitude distribution of the image is e
pressed as follows:

FIG. 1. Schematic view of coherent image formation by the projection l
system.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 19, No. 6, Nov ÕDec 2001
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Ui~x,y,d!

5 (
m,n50

Am21n2<pNA/l

amnf mncosS 2px
m

p D cosS 2py
n

pD
3expS i2p

d

l
A12~m21n2!~l/p!2D , ~2!

where

amn5222d~m!2d~n!, with m,n>0.

Since defocus accompanies the loss of intensity at the ce
of the image patch, we observed the central intensity va
tion of an image spot to characterize the defocus behav
Calculating the square of Eq.~2! and letting x,y50, we
obtained the central intensity distribution with the form

I c~d!5 (
m,n50

Am21n2<pNA/l

(
u,n50

Au21n2<pNA/l

amnun f mnf un
8

3cos@2p~d/l!~A12~m21n2!~l/p!2

2A12~u21n2!~l/p!2!!], ~3!

where

amnuv8 5242d~m!2d~n!2d~u!2d~v !, with m,n,u,v>0.

In Eq. ~3! the exponential term related to defocus behavio
transformed into a cosine function. The period of each cos
function is inversely proportional to the difference in thez
component of the propagation vector between the two in
acted diffraction beams. For an isolated contact feature w
continuous diffraction spectrum at the pupil, its defocus b
havior can be accurately approximated by a series of co
functions with a reasonable large array pitch for sufficie
sampling points at the pupil. To reduce the redundant cos
functions in Eq.~3! for a clear and simple illustration o
defocus behavior, we choose a coarse mesh with only n
sampling points to represent the pupil@see Fig. 2~a!#. This
corresponds to the case in which the pitch of the con
array is so small that the projection-lens pupil samples o
nine diffraction orders. Consequently, the central intens
distribution of Eq.~3! reduces to

I c~d!5 f 00
2 116f ~10!

2 116f 11
2 18 f 00f ~10!

3cos@2p~d/l!~12A12~l/p!2!#18 f 00f 11

3cos@2p~d/l!~12A122~l/p!2!# ~4!

132f ~10! f 11cos@2p~d/l!~A12~l/p!2

2A122~l/p!2!#,

where f (10) equalsf 10 and f 01.
Since an aperture near or smaller than the wavelen

diffracts light to fill the pupil almost uniformly, we assum
all the diffraction beams collected by the pupil have an a
plitude equal to unity to simplify calculation. Equation~4!
was graphed in Fig. 2~b! with the optical condition ofl5248
nm and NA50.55. The pattern pitch is 1.78l/NA for con-

s
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forming the nine-beam-interference condition. Every cos
term in Eq.~4! ~plus the dc values:f 00116f (10)116f 11! is
also plotted in this figure to demonstrate the interfere
between each pair of diffraction orders. Since the diffract
beams with indices of~0,0!, ~61,0!, ~0,61!, and ~61,61!
are all in phase, the cosine functions with coefficie
f 00f (10), f 00f 11, and f (10)f 11 have synchronized distributio
near the ideal image point. Thus the central intensityI c de-
clines rapidly as defocus, which implies a small focus la
tude.

Figure 2~b! indicates possible approaches to improvi
the focus latitude. Regardless of the image fidelity in wa
plane, the most effective method is eliminating all cos
terms that originate intensity fluctuation as defocus in E
~4!. This method can be fulfilled by inserting a thin annu
aperture at the pupil plane so that only the diffraction e
ments with radial position equal to the radius of the annu
are collected. Theoretically speaking, this method gener
a nondiffraction field with the form of Bessel functions in th
image plane to provide infinite DOF.12,13 However, a finite
width of the annular aperture is required either to cove
wide range of pitch values or to let sufficient power transm
through the pupil to expose the photoresist.14 Consider an
annular aperture with finite width that blocks the central
der but let the other eight diffraction orders in Fig.2~a! pass;
the resulting central intensity profile is determined by t
f (10)f 11 term only. Refer to Fig. 2~b!, the f (10)f 11 term has less
steep intensity variation then the superposed intensityI c ,
which indicates a larger defocus tolerance than that with
annular aperture. However, this enhancement is insuffic
when the target critical dimension~CD! is so small that a
tiny amount of intensity variation results in large consum
tion of the CD budget. A flatter central intensity distributio

FIG. 2. Sampling the pupil by a coarse mesh with nine data points.~a!
Conventional method with all diffraction orders in phase, and~b! the corre-
sponding central intensity distribution.~c! Phase-shifting method with the
zeroth-order diffraction beam 180° out of phase, and~d! the corresponding
central intensity distribution.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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is required to maintain sufficient DOF as CD decreases.
Another more feasible method with full pupil utilization i

reversing the distribution of some of the cosine terms
retard the intensity loss as defocus. This method can be
filled by shifting the phase of the zeroth-order diffractio
beam byp to reverse the distribution of cosine termsf 00f (10)

and f 00f 11 @see Fig. 2~c!#. The corresponding central inten
sity profile in Fig. 2~d! shows a flat distribution around th
ideal image point, which infers a superior enhancement
focus latitude than that from a finite-width annular apertu
Since the flat distribution comes from the equilibrium of t
descending termf (10)f 11 and ascending termsf 00f (10) and
f 00f 11, the enhancement mechanism is no longer valid wh
the cosine functionf 00f 11 starts to descend after propagatin
a half period from the focal point. This indicates the ma
mum extent of constant intensity can be represented by
minimum period of these cosine functions. With reference
Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!, the cosine function with minimum period
results from the interference between the innermost diffr
tion order~0,0! and the outermost diffraction order~61,61!.
The period of the cosine functionf 00f 11 can be regarded a
an accurate metric to evaluate the extent of focal ran
which has the form

DOF'
l

12A122~l/p!2
5

l

12A12~A2l/p!2

5
l

12A12NAeff
2

. ~5!

Here NAeff represents the effective NA at which the oute
most diffraction orders locate. In fact, each cosine functi
in Eq. ~3! can be regarded as the two-beam interference
tern from a pair of diffraction orders at the pupil. Equatio
~5! indicates that the focus latitude enhancement by a ph
shifted central order is related to the minimum period of t
destructive interference patterns.

III. REALIZING THE MECHANISM BY PHASE-
SHIFTING MASK

Figure 3 shows two symmetrical phase mask designs
contact hole patterning: outrigger type15 and rim type.16 By
properly arranging the dimension and location of the as
features, the low frequency components at the center of
pupil are phase shifted byp, which satisfies the requiremen
for focus latitude enhancement as mentioned previou
Note the spectrum energy is concentrated around the ce
and edges of the pupil. This confirms that the coarse n
point mesh in the pupil plane can evenly sample the m
significant characteristics of Fourier spectrum to appro
mate the defocus behavior correctly. The reconstructed
ages have narrow, bright central spots with side-rings revo
ing around, which indicate the resolution capability to prin
deep submicron contact hole using 248 nm exposure too

Since the contact mask designs in Fig. 3 are compose
several rectangular apertures with different phase angle
transmission, their Fourier spectrum at the pupil can be
sconditions. Download to IP:  140.113.38.11 On: Thu, 01 May 2014 07:04:22
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scribed in an analytical form by the operation of shifting a
addition properties of Fourier transform. For the outrigg
design in a Levenson-type PSM, its Fourier spectrum, a
from a constant factor for energy conservation, is descri
by

f ~sx ,sy!5O2 sinc~Osx!sinc~Osy!22ab

3cos~csx!sinc~asx!sinc~bsy!22ab

3cos~csy!sinc~bsx!sinc~asy!. ~6!

HereO is the width of the main feature opening;a, b, andc
are geometrical parameters of the outrigger related to
width, length, and separation from the main contact featu
respectively. Similarly, the Fourier spectrum of a rim-ty
contact with intensity transmittancet is described by

f ~sx ,sy!5O2 sinc~Osx!sinc~Osy!

2Atr 2 sinc~rsx!sinc~rsy!

1AtO2 sinc~Osx!sinc~Osy!. ~7!

The dimension criterion to achieve the phase inversion o
‘‘zero-frequency’’ component can be decided by Eqs.~6! and
~7!. For the rim-type design, the rim width should obey t
following rule to achieve the phase-shifting effect:

rim width5
r 2O

2
>

O

2 F S 11At

At
D 1/2

21G . ~8!

Figure 4 shows the variation of amplitude profile at t
pupil and the related intensity distributions of images w
respect to the different width of the assist feature under
optical condition of 248 nm wavelength and a 0.55 NA pr
jection lens. For the rim-type contact design with a 0.27mm
~0.6 l/NA! contact window, the low frequency componen
at the center of the pupil almost diminish as a 0.11mm rim
width is assigned. Since the attenuation of low frequen
components relatively emphasizes the high frequency c
ponents at the periphery of the pupil, the resulting image
a narrower central lobe than that without rim assignment@see

FIG. 3. Symmetrical phase mask designs for focus latitude enhancem
The low frequency components in the Fourier spectrum are phase shifte
p. The reconstructed images have a narrow, bright central lobe with a
ring revolving around.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 19, No. 6, Nov ÕDec 2001
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Fig. 4~b!#. Its central intensity profile in Fig. 4~c! has a gen-
tler variation as defocus, which implies a slight improveme
on focus latitude. This is because the amplitude distribut
at the pupil is analogous to a grayscale annular pupil fil
As the rim width further increases to exceed the dimens
criterion of Eq. ~8!, the amplitude of the zero-frequenc
component is intensified but phase shifted byp. Simulation
results in Figs. 4~b! and 4~c! show larger side-lobe intensit
and a flatter central intensity profile following the enhanc
ment of phase-shifted low spatial frequencies. Therefore
rim width should be properly adjusted to maximize the foc
latitude enhancement while restraining the side-lobe int
sity from resist surface erosions. Figure 4~c! shows that a
0.20 mm rim width is an optimum design to provide th
flattest intensity distribution around the ideal image poi
When the rim width is over this optimum value, the cent
intensity is neither monotonic decreasing nor remaining c

nt.
by
e-

FIG. 4. Variation of amplitude profile at the pupil, on-focus image distrib
tion, and central intensity distribution with respect to different assist fea
sizes. The optical condition for simulation is a 0.55 NA projection lens a
248 nm wavelength.
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stant but curves up in the vicinity of the focal point. Refe
ring to Fig. 2~d!, this anomalous distribution can be eas
comprehended in the nine-beam interference case if we
crease the magnitude of the phase-shifted central orde
that the effect of the ascending termsf 00f (10) and f 00f 11 out-
weighs that of the descending termf (10)f 11. Consequently,
the curving-up characteristic is ascribed to the overemph
of the phase-shifted low frequency components at the ce
of the pupil. Figures 4~d!–4~f! show that the increase of th
outrigger width has a similar effect on the resolution im
provement and focus latitude enhancement.

In Sec. II, the extent of focus latitude from the phas
shifting method can be accurately approximated as the m
mum period of destructive two-beam interference patte
Since the diffraction pattern of an isolated hole fills the en
pupil and its energy is concentrated at the center and per
ery of the pupil, the estimated DOF of Eq.~5! should be
modified by replacing the effective NA with a full lens NA
which has the form

DOF'
l

12A12NA2
. ~9!

Simulation data in Figs. 4~c! and 4~f! demonstrate the valid
ity of Eq. ~9!. This equation indicates that the capability
focus latitude enhancement using a symmetric phase m
design depends on the optical system parameters~wave-
length and projection-lens NA! only.

IV. ISSUES FOR PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

A. Effect of illumination angle

In previous discussions, the aerial image was conside
under coherent illumination to simplify the analysis of op
cal behavior. However, a wafer stepper adopts partially
herent illumination by a source of finite extent because
herent illumination implies an on-axis point source with ze
intensity for exposure. Partially coherent illumination i
cludes a range of incident angles on the mask, both on
and off axis. According to the Abbe method of imaging, t
image from a source of finite extent is the incoherent sum
the coherent image from every point on the sources. He
it is important to understand the effect of the illuminatio
angle on the focus latitude enhancement for actual pro
optimization.

As explained in Sec. II, the focus latitude enhancem
under coherent~on-axis! illumination comes from the de
structive interference of the negative low frequency com
nents at the center of the pupil and the positive hig
frequency components near the edge. In Fig. 5~a! we
examine the two-beam interference pattern of the nega
innermost Fourier component (f 0) and positive outermos
one (f 1) along the optical axis direction to elucidate the i
fluence of oblique illumination because most of the spectr
energy is concentrated around these two spatial frequen
When the mask is illuminated by an off-axis point sourc
the diffraction pattern is shifted off optical axis so that the
two spatial frequencies are distributed on alternated side
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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the axis@Fig. 5~b!#. The two-beam interference pattern has
cosinusoidal distribution with a period described in the fo

period5
l

uA12s2NA22A12~12s!2NA2u
, ~10!

wheres denotes the ratio of the sine of illumination angle
the projection lens NA. For on-axis illumination~s50!, Eq.
~10! reduces to Eq.~9!, and the destructive interference pa
tern is exactly thef 00f 11 term in Fig. 2~d!, which is utilized
to counterbalance the intensity loss as defocus. For off-a
illumination, sincef 0 and f 1 are on alternated sides of th
axis, their radial distances become approximate so that
period of the interference pattern is dramatically increas
Hence the destructive interference pattern behaves a
slowly varying function of defocus. This is reminiscent
the principle of off-axis illumination for the DOF enhance
ment of a dense pattern formed by a few diffraction orde
However, the image reconstruction of sparse patterns
counters a multiple-beam interference that both construc
interference and destructive interference are included in
image formation. Since enlarging the period of destruct
interference, a larger illumination angle would dilute th
phase-shifting effect for focus latitude enhancement
sparse hole patterns.

Figure 6 shows the variation of the central intensity p
file with respect to the obliqueness of illumination. Th
shape of the illuminator is arranged to a ring for the symm
try of image formation. The mask condition for simulation

FIG. 5. Effect of illumination angle on the amplitude profile at the pup
under~a! on-axis illumination and~b! off-axis illumination. The interference
pattern of f 0 and f 1 under on-axis illumination is rapidly upward to com
pensate intensity as defocus, while that under off-axis illumination beha
as a slowly varying function of defocus.
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the same as the optimum design of rim-type contact in F
4~c! with the flattest central intensity profile under cohere
illumination. In Fig. 6~a! the flat intensity profile become
rounded as the illumination angle increases. We convert
central intensity distribution in Fig. 6~a! to DOF in Fig. 6~b!
by the definition of 10% tolerance of on-focus intensity lo
Equation ~10! is also plotted in this figure in log scale t
verify our explanation in the above paragraph. It shows
DOF is drastically reduced as the illumination angles r in-
creases from 0 to 0.5. Although the period decreases aga
s r further increases from 0.5 to 1.0, only a negligible amo
of DOF enhancement is observed. This is because a l
illumination angle makes the distribution of spatial freque
cies at the pupil so asymmetric that the destructive inter
ence possesses a much smaller amount of intensity comp
with that of constructive interference.

The influence of increasing illumination angle on the ce
tral intensity profile in Fig. 6~a! is similar to that by reducing
the size of assist features@Figs. 4~c! and 4~f!#. Intuitively, we
may increase the size of assist features to compensate
as partially coherent illumination is applied. Under conve
tional disk illumination with a partial coherent factor of 0.
the simulation results in Fig. 7~a! show that a 0.25mm rim
width has a flat central intensity profile, which is similar
that of a 0.20mm rim width under coherent illumination in
Fig. 6~a!. We decompose the disk illumination into a rin

FIG. 6. ~a! Central intensity profile under ring illumination with differen
radiuss r . ~b! The dependence of DOF for 10% intensity loss ons r . The
pattern size is 0.27mm with a 0.20mm rim width.

FIG. 7. ~a! Central intensity profile of an isolated contact hole under diff
ent illumination conditions.~b! The corresponding on-focus intensity profi
in the diagonal direction of rim-type mask contact. The pattern size is 0
mm with a 0.25mm rim width.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 19, No. 6, Nov ÕDec 2001
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illumination with purely off-axis light fluxes and on-axis il
lumination to elucidate the mechanism of DOF enhancem
under partially coherent illumination. For on-axis illumina
tion, an excess rim width overemphasizes the destructive
terference so that its central intensity profile has
curving-up characteristic in the vicinity of the ideal imag
point. On the other hand, the central intensity under r
illumination with radiuss r of 0.3 declines monotonically a
defocus because a larger illumination angle dilutes the ph
shifting effect. Therefore, as disk illumination is applied, t
intensity distributions from on-axis and off-axis illuminatio
are averaged out so that a range of constant intensity is
tained again. Figure 7~b! shows the corresponding on-focu
image profiles under the three illumination conditions in F
7~a!. The simulation results indicate that a larger illuminati
angle diminishes the image sharpness but keeps the rat
side-lobe intensity to central-lobe intensity almost invaria
Therefore, although an excess rim width can regain the fo
latitude enhancement under partially coherent illuminati
the enhancement of side-lobe intensity should be taken
account to avoid undesired dimple formation on the re
surface.

B. Minimum pitch restriction

The foregoing discussion was focused on the performa
of isolated contact-hole printing. However, the phase-shift
method should be capable of improving the focus latitude
high-density patterns to meet the real fabrication requ
ment. Figure 8~a! is the coherent imaging result of a squa
hole array with a pitch ofA2l/NA in the mask plane. Its
Fourier spectrum at the pupil is the replica of Fig. 2~c! ex-
cept the~61,61! order beams are just at the edge of t
pupil. In this nine-beam interference condition, the centr
lobe intensity is stronger than the side-lobe intensity in
range of constant axis intensity distribution. The mask p
tern can successfully transfer to the photoresist if the thre
old intensity for developing is sufficiently high to preve
side-lobe printing. When the pitch is smaller thanA2l/NA,
the four ~61,61! order beams fall outside the pupil so th
the image reconstruction changes from nine-beam inter
ence to a five-beam case@Fig. 8~b!#. According to Eq.~4!,
when the~61,61! order beams are cut off by the NA of
projection lens, the cosine terms with coefficientsf (10)f 11

and f 00f 11 vanishes and only thef 00f (10) term subsists. Since
a single cosine term cannot maintain a constant centra
tensity with defocus, the mechanism for DOF enhancem
fails. What is worse, the side-lobe intensity exceeds
central-lobe intensity so that the pattern transfer is incorr
Therefore the coherent limit of array pitch can be expres
as

pmin5A2
l

NA
. ~11!

Figure 9 shows the dependence of DOF on the pattern p
for an 18% transmission rim-type attenuated PSM un
highly coherent illumination~s50.3!. We manipulate the rim
width to control the ratio of maximum side-lobe intensi

7
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~I s) to central-lobe intensity (I c) to monitor the side-lobe
printability and examine the impact of optical proximity e
fect ~OPE! on DOF. Since the highly coherent illuminatio
spreads the diffraction beams at the pupil in a small rang
angles, insufficient~61,61! order beams are captured by th
lens to provide a strongerf (10)f 11 term as the pattern pitch i

FIG. 8. Comparison of the imaging characteristics between~a! nine-beam
interference and~b! five-beam interference with ap-phase-shifted zeroth-
order diffraction beam.

FIG. 9. Dependence of DOF for 10% on-focus intensity loss on the a
pitch. The contact opening on mask is 0.6l/NA with different rim width to
keep the ratio of side-lobe intensity to central-lobe intensity constan~s
50.3!.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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smaller thanA2l/NA. To avoid side-lobe printing at the
cross space of the contact array, the rim width should
much reduced to suppress the phase-shifting effect. He
the DOF declines drastically as the pattern pitch is sma
than A2l/NA. For a pitch between 1.4 and 2.0l/NA, al-
though the multiple-beam-interference condition is satisfi
the DOF improvement is not as significant as we expec
and reaches a local minimum at a pitch of 1.70l/NA. This is
because the interference of the secondary peaks of each
enhances the side-lobe intensity of a hole array.17,18 Thus
OPE limits the focus latitude enhancement under consid
ation to side-lobe printability. For a pitch larger than 2
l/NA, the contact patterns are sparse enough that the in
ference from neighboring contact features only results i
small amount of DOF fluctuation.

Figure 9 also demonstrates that Eqs.~9! and~11! could be
regarded as the performance guidelines of contact-hole p
ing using the symmetrical phase mask design with hig
coherent illumination. The trade-off between DOF and mi
mum applicable pitch suggests that the NA is the most
portant parameter to determine the lithographic performa
of this superresolution technique in fixed-wavelength litho
raphy.

C. Influence of spherical aberration

A lens is seldom free from aberration. The primary le
aberration to affect the defocus behavior is spherical abe
tion. To simplify the analysis, we assume the aberration
sided in the projection lens is purely spherical. Since
phase deviation from spherical aberration is rotationa
symmetric about the optical axis and depends on the ra
distance only, the modified expression of central intensity
analogous to Eq.~3! except for an additional phase term
every cosine function, which has the form

I c~d!5 (
m,n50

Am21n2<p•NA/l

(
u,n50

Au21n2<p•NA/l

amnun f mnf un
8

3cos$2p@~d/l!~A12~m21n2!~l/p!2

2A12~u21v2!~l/p!2!1~wmn2wuv!/l#%, ~12!

where

wmn5w~rmn!, and rmn5
A~m21n2!~l/p!2

NA
.

Herew represents the aberration function andr denotes the
pupil radius normalized by the NA of the projection len
Since the spherical aberration in a great many optical s
tems is almost entirely fourth-order wave aberration~third-
order ray aberration!, we assume the aberration functionw in
the projection system has the form of a Zernike spher
aberration.19 Figure 10 shows the three-dimensional plot o
Zernike spherical aberration as pupil wave front deform
tion. It is shown that a coarse nine-point mesh can eve
sample the prominent characteristics of this rotation

y
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symmetry aberration. Hence the nine-beam interference
be utilized again for a clear visualization of the influence
spherical aberration on defocus behavior.

Figure 11~a! corresponds to the case of a binary intens
mask in which all the diffraction components at the pupil a
in phase. Let a tiny amount of spherical aberration with
coefficientAs of 0.02l reside in the pupil plane. Since th
spherical aberration shifts the cosine termsf 00f (10) and
f (10)f 11 to opposite defocus directions, the intensity variati
of the image near focus is smeared and the best focus sh
inconspicuous. On the other hand, the same amoun
spherical aberration results in a quite asymmetric centra
tensity distribution as the zeroth-order beam is phase-sh
by p @Fig. 11~b!#. This is because the split distribution o
destructive cosine termf 00f (10) and the constructive cosin
term f (10)f 11 alters the equilibrium of the central intensi
distribution. The diffraction focus, which stands for the d
focus point with maximum irradiance, is significantly dev
ated from the ideal image point. In addition to the focus sh
the asymmetric central intensity profile also reveals the d
radation of DOF. The above analysis suggests that the P
method is apt to be influenced by spherical aberration ra
than the conventional Cr mask.

Figure 12 shows the dependence of the best focus pos
and DOF on the rim width with a varying amount of sphe
cal aberration. The simulated DOF is the focus range to

FIG. 10. Shape of Zernike spherical aberration~Z9! plotted as pupil wave-
front aberration. The contour map drawn beneath the three-dimensiona
shows that a coarse nine-point mesh can sample the most significant d
mations of this aberration.

FIG. 11. Influence of spherical aberration on the central intensity distribu
of nine-beam imagine for~a! all diffraction orders in phase and~b! zeroth
order 180° out of phase. The aberration coefficientAs is 0.02l.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 19, No. 6, Nov ÕDec 2001
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low 10% loss of central intensity at diffraction focus, and t
best focus position is defined by the midpoint of the DOF.
the absence of spherical aberration, the DOF is significa
improved when the rim width exceeds the dimension cr
rion of Eq.~8! to shift the phase of the zeroth-order beam
p. However, the presence of a spherical aberration result
an obvious focus shift for the rim width larger than the d
mension criterion. Increasing the amounts of spherical a
ration exacerbates the focus shift and degrades the DOF
hancement. For an aberration coefficient larger than 0.02l, a
large rim width instead leads to DOF degradation. This
because a larger rim width enhances the destructive inte
ence so that the asymmetry of central intensity distribut
due to the misalignment of the constructive and destruc
interference pattern is further deteriorated to cause a sm
DOF. No significant focus position variation and DOF de
radation are observed for a small rim width with a positi
zeroth-order beam. The simulation results show good ag
ment with our inference by the nine-beam interference
Fig. 11.

V. PRINTING EXPERIMENTS

A. CD-defocus characteristics of 0.17 mm contact-hole
printing

To corroborate our analysis in the previous sections
investigate the printing characteristics of 0.17mm contact
holes, which correspond to a lowk1 value of 0.38 to acces
the resolution limit of our exposure system. A 53 KrF step-
per with a NA of 0.55 and maximums of 0.8 was used in
this evaluation. A 0.5-mm-thick chemically amplified resis
was spin coated on a 200 mm wafer with a stack of 0.8-mm-
thick undoped silicon glass~USG! and an antireflection coat
ing layer on silicon substrate. A rim-type attenuated PS
consisting of MoSi single-layer shifters with transmittance
18.9% and averaged phase angle of 181.3° at 248 nm w
length was adopted in our experiments. Features for eva
tion include a variety of hole arrays whose matrix is 737
with different pitches. The mask CD was measured us

lot
for-

n

FIG. 12. Dependence of~a! best focus position and~b! DOF on rim width of
an 18% transmission attenuated PSM under the influence of spherical
ration. The mask CD is 0.27mm. The minimum rim width to shift the phase
of the zeroth-order frequency is 0.112mm. ~l5248 nm, NA50.55, and
s50.3!.
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Holon EMU-200A SEM. All wafer CD measurements we
done using a Hitachi S8820 in-line CD SEM.

Figure 13 shows the experimental CD-defocus curves
0.17 mm isolated contact with different rim width assign
ment. Compared with the zero rim-width condition~Cr mask
case!, a 0.102mm rim width slightly enhances the focu
latitude but keeps the best focus position almost invaria
This is because the rim width is not large enough to shift
phase of the zero-frequency component at the pupil. W
s50.3, a 0.209mm rim width results in a large DOF o
about 1.5mm with the best focus position at20.3 mm defo-
cus @see Fig. 13~a!#. As the rim width further increases t
0.257mm, the DOF degrades to 0.6mm with an unaccept-
able best focus position at20.7mm. As explained in Sec. IV,
this anomalous CD-defocus characteristic is ascribed to
asymmetric central intensity distribution due to spherical
erration. As we increase the partial coherence of illuminat
from 0.3 to 0.4, the DOF of a 0.209mm rim width is de-
creased from 1.5 to 0.9mm @see Fig. 13~b!#. However, the
DOF of the 0.257mm rim width is increased from 0.6 to 1.
mm and its best focus position is moved from20.7 to20.3
mm defocus. According to the explanation in Sec. IV, i
creasing the illumination angle dilutes the influence of d
structive interference. This implies that a larger illuminati
angle can abate the asymmetry of central intensity distr
tion due to the split distribution of constructive and destru
tive interference patterns caused by spherical aberra
Hence increasing the degree of partial coherence to introd
more off-axis light fluxes can alleviate the best focus shift.
addition, the more symmetrical intensity distribution rega
some extent of DOF enhancement. This is why a 0.257mm
rim width shows better DOF performance under illuminati
coherence of 0.4 than that of 0.3. Consequently, the illu
nation condition and mask parameters~CD bias, rim width!
should be carefully optimized to maximize the focus latitu
enhancement while minimize the best focus shift in the pr
ence of spherical aberration.

B. Dependence on hole pitch and illumination type

Five hole array pitches were selected to represent
semi-iso, and dense hole patterns in our evaluation, includ

FIG. 13. CD-defocus curves of an isolated 0.17mm contact hole with four
different rim widths ~18.9% transmittance!: ~a! illumination cohernece
s50.3 and~b! s50.4. The mask CD is 0.279mm ~0.62l/NA!.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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1.70mm ~3.87l/NA!, 0.78mm ~1.73l/NA!, 0.63mm ~1.40
l/NA!, 0.54 mm ~1.20 l/NA!, and 0.45mm ~1.0 l/NA!. In
addition to conventional disk illumination, quadrupole a
annular illuminations composed of purely off-axis lig
fluxes were applied for comparison. The quadrupole sche
has square illumination poles located at the radius of 0.57~s!
with an area of 0.3330.33. The annular configuration has a
inner radius of 0.4 and an outer radius of 0.8~annular 1/2!.
The experimental DOF was extracted from exposure-defo
matrices at the definition of610% CD deviation and 5%
exposure latitude. We categorized the five selected pitc
into two groups according to the coherent pitch limit of t
phase-shifting method (A2l/NA>1.4 l/NA!.

Figure 14 shows the dependence of experimental D
and best focus position on the rim width for array pitch

FIG. 14. Dependence of experimental DOF and best focus position on
width under different illumination conditions for 0.17mm hole printing with
a pitch greater than and equal to 1.4l/NA. The designed mask CD is 0.27
mm ~0.6 l/NA!.
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larger than 1.4l/NA. The pattern size on mask is 0.27mm
~0.6l/NA!. The minimum rim width to shift the phase of th
zeroth-order diffraction beam is 0.112mm in the light of Eq.
~8!. For conventional illumination, the experimental DOF
effectively enlarged when the rim width is larger than 0.1
mm. However, the best focus shift is also exacerbated w
increasing rim width. Figures 14~a! and 14~b! show that in-
creasing the degree of partial coherence reduces the be
cus shift at the expense of DOF. In comparison, the DOF
quadrupole and annular illuminations is slightly degraded
the rim width larger than 0.112mm. No obvious focus varia-
tion is observed from these two purely off-axis illumination
Note the hole pitch of 1.73l/NA, which corresponds to the
critical pitch with a serious side-lobe printing problem due
OPE @see Fig. 9#; still a 1.3-mm DOF is achieved at a 0.2
mm rim width without side-lobe printing@see Fig. 14~c!#.

Figure 15 shows the dependence of experimental D
and best focus position on the rim width for array pitch
smaller than 1.4l/NA. It is remarkable that the illumination
type rather than the rim width dominates the focus latitu
enhancement. This is because the rim width should be c
trolled within a small value to avoid the undesired side-lo
printing due to a negative zeroth-order diffraction beam. U
like the phase-shifting method to enhance DOF by coun
balancing the constructive interference patterns and des
tive interference patterns for multiple-beam imaging, the o
axis illumination enhances the focus latitude by relocat
the diffraction beams at the pupil with equal radial distan

FIG. 15. Dependence of experimental DOF and best focus position on
width under a different illumination condition for 0.17mm hole printing
with a pitch less than 1.4l/NA. The designed mask CD is 0.25mm.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 19, No. 6, Nov ÕDec 2001
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from optical axis, and thus applies to a dense pattern form
by a few diffraction orders. In Figs. 15~a! and 15~c!, the
quadrupole illumination shows superior DOF performan
than other illumination schemes. However, this modified
lumination also brings the side effect of best focus shift d
to its specific utilization of a lens pupil at some particul
pitches.20,21 The best focus position of the 0.54mm pitch by
quadrupole illumination is dramatically shifted to 0.45mm
defocus@see Fig. 15~b!#.

Figure 16 summarizes the experimental results in Fig.
and Fig. 15 by plotting the maximum experimental DOF a
their corresponding best focus positions as a function
pitch. Under conventional illumination withs50.3, the
phase-shifting method is effective in improving the DOF
hole patterns with a pitch larger than 1.4l/NA. The differ-
ence of best focus position between dense hole and sp
hole reaffirms the weak immunity of the phase-shifti
method against spherical aberration. The experimental
sults also show that the quadrupole illumination and pha
shifting method are complementary to the dependence
DOF improvement on pattern pitches. Moreover, these
approaches have contrary distribution of best focus posi
variation through pitches. In the prospect of a larger i
dense common process window, a customiz
illumination22,23 combined with a phase-shifting method
worth developing for balanced DOF enhancement throu
out all pattern pitches and suppresses the best focus
from spherical aberration.

VI. CONCLUSION

The mechanism of focus latitude enhancement for h
imaging using symmetry phase-mask design is clearly un
stood by our simple coherent analysis that decomposes
defocus behavior into a sequence of cosine functions.
phase-shifting method improves the DOF by generating
structive interference to counterbalance the intensity loss
defocus. The DOF enlargement by this method is gover
by wavelength and projection-lens NA. The extent of DO
can be correctively approximated by a simple formula@Eq.
~9!#. Increasing the illumination angle would dull the DO
enhancement because the period of destructive interfer

m

FIG. 16. Dependence of maximum experimental DOF and the related
focus position on the array pitch under different illumination conditions.
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pattern~along axis direction! is enlarged so that its ability to
offset the constructive interference is weakened. Since b
constructive and destructive interference are required to g
erate a uniform intensity profile along axis direction, the h
pitch should be large enough to generate multiple-beam
terference for hole imaging. In coherent illumination, th
corresponds to at least nine diffraction beams taking par
the imaging, and thus hole pitch should be larger th
A2l/NA for the application of a phase-shifting method.
addition, we found that the mechanism of a phase-shift
method to enhance DOF is also the reason why sphe
aberration would cause severe focus shift and DOF degr
tion in attenuated PSMs than conventional masks.

We corroborate our analysis in KrF lithography using
rim-type attenuated PSM with 18.9% transmittance for 0
mm contact-hole printing. The experimental results show t
the quadrupole illumination and symmetrical phase mask
signs with highly coherent illumination are complementa
to through-pitch DOF performance. With our thorough e
planation of the mechanism of DOF enhancement, a ro
performance guideline for deep submicron contact-hole
terning using symmetrical phase mask designs is establis
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